
Crown of Time Invented by AvangionQ 
 

Description: 

The crown is a King's Crown which looks like it can fit a slightly enlarged human head.  The crown is made of 

Adamantine and is encrusted with numerous large diamonds of various colors.  On the inset, two messages written in 

common are engraved.  They read:  "Time is Eternal" and "Magic is Power". 

 

History: 

The Crown of Time was made by an ancient human wizard who sought to become his world's first Lich several 

millennia ago.  Unfortunately, before he could finish the last series of rites, he died suddenly of old age.  A mysterious 

heart attack finished him off quickly.  The Crown of Time was then later found by a thief who sold it ( for a fortune).  It 

has been floating around the world ever since then and since it has not found itself to a wizard yet, no one has unlocked 

it's true power.  The power of time itself. 

 

Powers: 

The Crown of Time is intelligent.  It has an Intelligence of 20 and an Ego of 30.  Total Personality Score of 50.  The 

Crown of Time can speak all languages, can communicate by Telepathy and can read and write all known languages.  

The Crown of Time can even understand magically concealed languages and can read encrypted writings, symbols and 

runes without setting them off.  The Crown of Time will not reveal any of it's powers or the fact that it is intelligent 

until a wizard dons it on his head.  However, the Crown of Time might give a telepathic suggestion to any wizard who 

holds it to wear the King's Crown on his head. 

 

Note:  All Powers are usable as if cast by a 40
th

 Level Wizard.   

 

Constant Powers: 

Immunity to non-magical aging, +5 bonus to AC & ST, Fly, Wizard Sight, Detect Lies, Safeguarding, True Seeing, 

Mind Blank ( the Crown of Time's Telepathy bypasses this mental defense ), Foresight, Regenerates 1 Hit Point per 

Round & Works as a Gem of Insight (Instantly raising Int. & Wis. by +1 each to a Max of 24). 

 

Invoked Powers: 

Can make any spell of any Duration ( including Permanent ), can change any spell's Area of Effect and Range to any 

desired size and any desired distance within reason (DM's discretion), can cause any spell to function at maximum effect 

(and maximum damage), can cast any spell from the user's Spell Book just by concentrating for 1 Round, can bypass any 

magical or psionic defenses, can fire off up to 5 spells sequentially with each spell having a speed of one (one after the 

other with one second intervals), Age Enemy for 1D20 Years, Time Stop lasting for 1D10 Rounds, can combine up to 5 

spells into a single burst, can duplicate any wizard spell that the user has just seen cast, can Disrupt and destroy most 

Undead that the user can see (if they fail a save at -4), Detect Magic and Detect Psionics to a 10 mile radius in all 

directions, Identify, Legend Lore, Alternate Reality, Dispel Magic, Greater Malison, Telekinesis with a 10,000 pound 

weight limitation, Improved Haste, Improved Slow, Sands of Time, Prismatic Spray with all 7 colors hitting at once, 

Prismatic Wall, Prismatic Sphere, Teleport without Error, After Clap & Heal. 

 

Curses: 

1. Any use of an Invoked Power ages the user by 1D12 Months.  This aging cannot be reversed by any means (not 

even by a Wish).   

 

2. Use of the Crown of Time is highly addictive.  For every use of an Invoked Power, secretly roll a saving throw 

versus poison with a cumulative -1 penalty for every Day of use.  If this save is failed (even once), then the 

wizard user is hooked and must use the crown at least once a Day.  Non-use still ages the wizard user at a rate 

of 1 Month per Day of non-use. 

 

3. Once the wizard user dons the Crown of Time, he cannot rid himself of the crown without dying slowly of old 

age.  The Crown of Time will not come off by physical, magical or psionic means.  The Crown of Time is 

nearly indestructible.  Only the four methods of destruction (described below) can destroy it.  Only the user's 

death (by slow aging or other means) or the crown's destruction will rid the user of the Crown of Time. 

 

Note:  Certain other exceptional circumstances might (DM's discretion) allow the user to rid himself of the 

Crown of Time. 

 

4. All Attempts to become immortal or undead while wearing the crown automatically fail miserably with the 

worst possible results.  If the user is already immortal or undead, then he cannot use the Crown of Time at all.  

Obviously, the Crown of Time can only attune itself to (and then drain) a living user. 

 

5. The user cannot be aged faster than one Year in a Turn regardless of how many powers are used.  This also 

prevents magical aging (by spell or effect) from aging the user faster than one Year in a Turn.  This may seem 

like salvation, but it's really not.  The Crown of Time prefers a slow process of aging. 



 

6. Spells, which slow, stop or reverse the aging process automatically fail while the Crown of Time is worn.  Any 

such spells currently in effect are instantly and irrevocably dispelled as soon as the Crown of Time is first put 

on.  The wizard user (DM's discretion) may or may not realize (or even be informed) that those particular spells 

have been permanently dispelled. 

 

7. Once every Week at the end of the Week, the Crown of Time will attempt to Artifact Domination/Possession 

it's user.  If this is successful, then the user will be compelled to use the Crown of Time at least three times in a 

Day. 

 

Note:  If the user is already using the crown at that rate or at a faster rate, then the Crown of Time will not 

attempt Artifact Domination/Possession.  (The Crown of Time is satisfied). 

 

8. The user may not use the same Invoked Power more than once per Turn.  Also the user cannot alter the Time 

Stop invoked power.  It will always be of the Duration 1D10 Rounds.  Finally, the Crown of Time cannot alter 

the Duration of an Instantaneous spell. 

 

9. If the user ever sees an undead creature (and does not attack it on sight), then the Crown of Time will attempt 

an Artifact Domination/Possession of it's user and (if successful) it will force it's user to attack the undead 

creature. 

 

Note:  Undead creatures who are also Wizards are immune to it's ability to destroy undead creatures; however, 

it's non-wizard undead minions are not immune regardless if they were made by spell, undead power, granted 

power or innate ability. 

 

10. Wishes and similar spells cast directly on the crown will be subverted and twisted by the Crown of Time so 

that the result would be most advantageous for the crown and not for the original caster of the spell. 

 

Destruction: 

The Crown of Time must be sent into a timeless void or abyss for all eternity.  This does not truly destroy the crown, 

but it does effectively nullify it (provided no one finds it again). 

Time around the Crown of Time must be permanently stopped somehow.  This method of destruction is highly unlikely 

if not impossible to achieve. 

The Crown of Time can be crushed under the foot of any intelligent creature to whom time truly doesn't have, never 

had and never will have any meaning (easier said than done). 

Go back in time and prevent that ancient human wizard from ever creating the Crown of Time in the first place. 

 

Campaign Use: 

The Crown of Time can give it's wizard user unimaginable power, but that power comes at a price.  After the wizard 

dies of old age or somehow manages to rid himself of the Crown of Time, it vanishes in a puff of smoke or it can find 

it's way to another wizard. 

 

Personality: 

The Crown of Time will instantly identify in detail all of it's strengths and powers to any living mortal wizard who dons 

the King's Crown on his head.  The Crown of Time considers it's wizard as a user of the artifact and will treat him 

accordingly.  The Crown of Time will help it's user in any way it knows how to, but it will not reveal to him the fact 

that it is cursed and that it is slowly draining him of his youth and that it will eventually age him enough to kill him.  The 

Crown of Time is very persuasive and will attempt to show it's wizard user how to use all of it's powers to their utmost.  

The Crown of Time is not inherently evil, and will not detect as so under any magical or psionic investigation.  The 

Crown of Time is really a true-neutral artifact and will detect as so under similar investigation.  While the user wizard 

lives, the Crown of Time will do all that it can to make sure that the wizard user attains power and status that he never 

even dreamed of before (and that the wizard goes out in style). 

 

Note:  The Crown of Time does not care or bother to distinguish between different races or kinds of wizards.  In other 

words, it would not matter if the user was a human, an elf, a gnome or a dragon and it would not matter if the user was a 

mage, a specialist, an elementarist or a wild mage.  However, the Crown of Time will not allow itself to be used by an 

Undead Sorcerer such as a Lich or a Vampire Mage.  In fact, the Crown of Time truly does not like undead creatures 

that much (because it cannot use or control them) and will actively seek to destroy such any undead creatures that cross 

it's user's path. 

 


